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INTRODUCTION

The technologically significant phenomena involving
reactions of gases with glass occur in a broad
temperature interval, starting from transformation interval
up to refining temperatures. They engage at lcast six
gases, namely CO2, H2O, O,, SO2, Ar, and N,, and can
be controllcd by the mass or heat transfer, chemical
reaction or nucleation. They deeply influence the rate of
batch decomposition reactions, the properties of glass
leve I by cvaporation and foaming, the effectiveness of the
refining process and consequently, the quality of resulting
glass. The significant gas - glass phenomena are
schematically shown in figure l.

Figure l. The schematic representation of gas-glass phenomena.

In order to optimize the process and to avoid bubble
defects in glass, the appropriate theoretical models should
be available and they have to be verified mostly by
laboratory experiments and subsequently applied under
technolosical conditions:

reactions in the glass batch and foaming
interaction of gases on the glass level
interaction of bubbles with glass
bubble nucleation in glass
bubble evolution from solid materials
interaction of bubbles rvith highly viscous and solid
glass.

THE THEORETICAL
MODELS OF GAS - GLASS INTERACTIONS

Reactions in the slass batch and foamins

Gas nucleation and gas evolution may be the rate
controlling mechanisms of batch reactions already in the
stage of solid state reactions in the glass batch.
Consequently, the rate of batch conversion decreases
when there is an increasing amount of batch []. During
the stage of melt arising, the gases are stirring the melts
but separate the dissolving particles. The size distribution
of dissolving particles and the rate of heating inf-luence
mainly the saturation of the melt by gases and the initial
composition and structure of bubbles and fbam. The
presence of refining agents intensifies this behaviour.
Foaming in this stage can be reduced by driving off the
batch gases before formation of viscous melt, by
accelerating the gas release to the. environment using fine
silica, and by slow heating of coarse silica, by rapid
heating, by additions of NarSO. or melting agents
(NaNO.) and by adjusting temperature gradients [2]. The
role of sulphates consists in sulphate phase formation
around sand particles under rapid heating, and, in every
case, in bubble nucleation on the sand particles, which
accelerates the sand dissolution by convection, adjusts
foam formation in later stages, and controls the glass
saturation by sulphates for the refining process [3]. No
general theoretical model of gas release and functioning
exists up to now.

Foam coming from the primary stage blocks the heat
radiation. The foam is overheated as a cons?quence of
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The technological significance of interactions between gases and glasses

the low heat transfer from the combustion space. The
viscosity of the foam increases due to evaporation and
thc foam is stabilized. Foam on the glass level also
supports segregation oí fine silica particles (silica scum)'
Ternperature decreases foam stability as well as reducing
components in atmosphere. The oxy-fuel combustion
increases the water partial pressure in the atmosphere and
enhances foaming [4]. The model predicting the foam
layer thickness and its structure in laboratory conditions
has been formed by Laimbóck and Beerkens [5]. The
foam models under real conditions face the problem of
unknown foam properties such as density, viscosity and
effective heat conductivity.

When the bubble release rate from the melt is higher
than the collapse rate at the surface of the melt, or if the
melt reacts with atmosphere forming bubbles (see next
paragraph), foam rises on thc glass level. According to
Kappel, Conradt and Scholze [6], the ratio between
surface tension and viscosity of glass plays a role in
cvaluating the foam stability. The glass foam behaves
mostly as unstable, however, there are also properties
characterizing metastable foam (foam with film elasticity
supported by the adsorption of surface active component
on the foam lamellae). The rate determining the process
o1' foam decay is probably a tear process (succeeding
foam drainage). No unified theory of foaming was
developed, howevcr, the most eÍfective parameters are
defined in this work [6]:

increasing temperature destabilizes the foam
increased pressure enhances foam decay
enhanced evaporation from the glass destabilizes the
fbam
Íoams containing So, have short life times'

Interaction of gases on the glass level

The gas transport by diffusion in the liquid phase
and surface reaction can control the specific mass flow of
the i-th gas oomponent on the glass level:

dm, 
=_ 

k,r, 
_ Ac,, (l)

dt k,6,+D,

where k,, D, and 6, are the reaction constants, diffusion
coefficient and diffusion layer thickness of the i-th gas

component, respectively, and Ac, is its concentration
diff-erence between interfacial boundary and bulk of glass.

The transport of physically and chemically dissolved
gases on the level is mostly controlled by diffusion
(ki6i >> Di),

The concentration gradient of the i-th gas component
on the level is obtainable from the dissolved gas transport
in the liquid phase Í7 - 9):

Ac
+ =D,Yzc,-vVc,+Ó, , (3)

dÍ

where 0c,ldr = 0 under stationary conditions. the first
term on the right side of equation (3) represents the mass
transport by diffusion, the second one expresses the
convection transport and the last one the contribution by
the shifting of chemical equilibrium of a gas in the melt.
If a gas is only physically soluble. only the first term on
the right sicie of equation (3) should be considered
otherwise the convection and shifting of appropriate
chemical equilibria should be taken into account, too. The
evaporation of SO, and O, from sulphates containing
glass and the subsequent formation of NarSO. in the fur-
nace atmosphere can be of technological importance here.

Two phenomena on the glass level can be controlled
by a chemical reaction. At high partial pressures of water
vapour in the atmosphere (oxy-fuel melting), the sulphate
ion reacticn with water vapour probably controls at least
the first stage of rapid foam formation on the level of a

glass melt containing sulphate ions [0]:

H.O (B) + SOI (/):
- SO, (9, l) + 112 O, (9, l) + 2 OH (/) . (4)

The initial mass transport is proportional to kAr'. wherc
Ac is the concentration difference of water or sulphate
ions on the level, In the later stages of foaming, the mass
transport of sodium sulphate ions or hydroxyl groups in
the glass can also play a role and equation ( I ) is valid.
At sufficiently high partial pressures of SO, and O, in the

atmosphere, or when the glass melt is supersaturated by
sulphates, the sulphate rich phase is precipitated on the
glass level [ 1], this phenomenon being controlled by the
diffusion of reaction components from the glass side and
by the formation of sulphate ions from the gas side [12].
The following expression can be proposed for the

thickness of the sulphate rich layer 6sol- :

d6"^'- I I+ =
dt PNr,SOo 

L

- MNo,so,, 
Dro. ( t* ) I ,

Mro, --r \ dz t 
'-6 

)

- Pso,, pá::) -

(s)

dnt, /Ec \ D.--Dil --l =---- 4., . (2)
dt \ ,)z i t=(\ 6i

where prua,so,, is the density of the sulphate rich layer,
k.o. is the rate constant of the reaction of sulphate ion
formation, and M,u",Soo &s well as Mrorare the appropriate
molecular weights..While the first teím on the right side
of equation (5) expresses the control by the chemical
reaction - where pi are the actual partial pressures of SO"
and 02 in the atmosphere and pi, are their partial
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pressures in equilibrium with the sulphate layer - the
second term assumes the sulphate layer growth or
dissolution controlled by the diffusion transport of SO, in
the melt. The SO, concentration distribution in the melt
(see equation (3)) is needed to calculate the value of

ťt!9)r Dz tt=6

If the layer is formed or present, the absorption or
desorption rates of SO, and O, are by about three to four
orders of magnitude greater compared with transport by
diffusion in the glass. This is obvious from figure 2
where the rate of gas absorption by the liquid glass is
represented by the rate of glass level increase in the

small one side closed vessel containing the absorbed gas
(o') or gas mixture of So' and oz Í|z],

+0
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Interactions of bubbles with slass

The bubble removal from a glass melt is a

significant technological problem. Therefore extensive
attention has been paid to its solution [8-9, 13-241. The
bubble under real conditions of glass melting is mostly
multicomponent, exhibiting intensive mass transfer with
the melt, the diffusion transport of gases through the

bubble boundary being usually the rate controlling pheno-
menon. The problem of multicomponent bubble removing
from glass involves the following theoretical aspects:

the angular convection around a bubble as a

consequence of bubble rising
the radial convection around the bubble as a con-
sequence of moving bubble boundary (dissolution or
growth of a bubble)
the participation of a chemical reaction on the mass
transfer between the bubble and slass rnelt.

The first studies ignored the angular convection
dealing with a stationary bubble. The quasi-stationary
approximations (13-15) neglected the motion of the

bubble boundary (the radial convection) when solving the

convective diffusion equation and a simplified differential
equation has been used to determine the boundary
motion. The time dependent concentration field of
dissolved gas around a bubble was obtained. The quasi-

steady solutions neglected both the radial motion of the

bubble boundary and the time development of the

concentration field around the bubble [16], providing thus

a less realistic picture of bubble behaviour when
compared with the quasi-stationary solutions.

The problem of rising bubbles was examined
especially by using the Levich's steady state solution [17]
for the mass transfer from a rising bubble [8 - 20]. Itoh,

Yoshikawa, and Kawase [21] presented the model of a

rising bubble using the quasi-stationary approximation.
The model seems to be more realistic during the very
early stages of bubble rising but gives very similar results
with the quasi-steady solutions [20] in the later stages.

The problem of an oxidation-reduction reaction on
the bubble boundary has been discussed and solved in

[16, 18, and 22).Beerkens and de Waal [23] obtained the

concentration profile of oxygen in a glassmelt with the

oxide refining agents indicating steeper course than that

without refining agents and later Beerkens examined
release and/or input of gases out or in rising bubbles
under isothermal as well as non-isothermal conditions

Í2a]. The steady state approximation was used [ 1 8 and

221 and the quasi-stationary approximation is probably
found in 124). The quasi-stationary solution of a

stationary bubble with the oxidation-reduction reaction on

its surface was also used by Simonis, [7] and solved by

Yoshikawa and Kawase [8].
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Figure 2. The shifting of the glass level in the vessel caused by
absorption of gases in the glass melt at 1200 oC (increasing á
indicates gas absorption).
a) oxygen; Ď) mixtures of So' and 02; a - ?5 So' + 75 o2,
0 - 50 SO, + 50 02, ^ 

- 75 SO, + 25 Oz @ol.Vo)
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The technological significance of interactions between gases and glasses

Holmquist has shown [11] that the sulphate rich
phase can be precipitated on glass surfaces if a glass is
supersaturated by sulphates or the melt containing
alkali oxides is in contact with atmosphere containing
high concentrations oí So' and o,' The problem was
treated for the sulphate layer on the bubble surfaces

1t2,251.
In the following analysis, the equations will be

presented applying the steady-state approximation for the
gas concentration distribution around a rising bubble [ 7],
taking into account the redox reactions in the glass [9]
and if need be the sulphate layer precipitation on the
bubble surface lll, \2,251,

Both gravitational and centrifugal forces can play a

role in the removal of bubbles, but the natural way is
their rise in the gravitational field. As the present surface
active components of glass immobilize, in most cases, the
bubble boundary [26], the Stokes' equation for the bubble
rising velocity is usually applied. The change of bubble
size significantly influences this removal process. The
bubble growth or dissolution can be evaluated by the help
of the relationship between partial pressures of present
gases in the bubbla, pi, and their equilibrium partial
pressures in the melt, picrur., l

Thus the upper inequality designates thc bubble
dissolution and the lower one its growth. As the values
of p, decrease with increasing number of present gases,

it is difficult to dissolve multicomponent bubbles. If non-
diffusing gases are present, the partial pressures of
dissolving gases in the bubble decrease with time and
dissolution stops in later stages.

The bubble growth or dissolution is controlled by
the similar phenomena as in the case of mass transport
through the glass level.

For the single multicomponent bubble rising through
thc non-isothermal melt, the derivative of Gay Lussac's
equation gives:

i dZ 2o da l
lpstdta'dt)

^da
+ 4n a' (p.* + pgz + 2ola) -

dt
n dtn, RT n m,R dT

=ž +) --:-- , (7)
l=l dt mi i=l Mi dt

where Z is rhe bubble depth under glass level, a is the
bubble radius, p.* is the external pressure, m, is mass of
thc i-th gas in the bubble, and p and o are glass density
and surface tension, respectively.

The corresponding equations can be written for each
single gas present in the bubble or in the glass. The
diffusion mass flow through the bubble surface in the
steady state [7] is given by:

0381 (^n*)4's,,'ď'
| /1

n"-

where m,, and m^ are mass concentrations of the i-th gas
in the bulk glass and on the bubble surface, respectively.
The bulk concentration of chemically dissolved gases can
be obtained from consideration of its chemical
equilibrium with the appropriate complex ion in the melt
and from its simultaneous transfer by diffusion and glass
convection in the steady state:

dm,

dt

tMeu* lt'n Ior]
iM" = ----- 

----:- 
'

fMg{u+b)+ 1+tL

D,Y'c,- vYc, * crl, = Q

(8)

nrl
L p, ? I P, o,u.,
l=l l=l

(6)

where K*" is the equilibrium constant, and the quantities
in brackets are the activities or concentrations of
appropriate components of the oxidation-reduction
reaction. Equation ( l0) expresses the simultaneous
component transfer by diffusion (lst term), convection
(2nd term) and the corresponding shifting of the chemical
reaction (3rd term) into a steady state.

If the sulphate layer is precipitated on the bubble surface,
the mass flow of SO, and O, through the bubble surface
is given by [25]:

!!' = -4na2 Aksol- Ír,o,P{ - Pso,, ptJ ' (l1)
dl

where kso'- is the rate constant of the reaction of sulphate
ion formation and pi and p,, are the actual partial
pressures of both gases in the bubble and their partial
pressures in equilibrium with the sulphate layer,
re.spectively.

The resulting set of differential equations includes
the time derivative of bubble radius, partial pressures of
single gases in the bubble and the change of the
thickness of sulphate layer if present:

(e)

(10)

(rz)

da dp, d6so1-

drdt'dt
= Ff(miu - miu) ; @so,Pťj - rso',lJ,2. )J

The values of n,o for chemically dissolved gases are
obtained by solving equatlons (9 - l0).

The transport of SO, and 02 is controlled by
diffusion if the sulphate layer is absent or if the partial
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pressures of SO2 and 02 in the bubble are low. The set_

of equations is completed by the Stokes's equation for the
bubble rising velocity and by the definition of the total
pressure inside the bubble:

n
p"* * pgz + 2ola = Zpi ,

i=l
( 13)

E
E
o

where p"* is the external pressure and o is the surface
tension of glass. The difference between bubble radius
development calculated according to equation (7) for the
case when the formation of sulphate layer is or not
considered can be seen in figure 3. The abrupt
contraction of the bubble is obvious after layer tbrmation.
This fact predestines bubble different time-space history
in a furnace. The calculations of bubble history in the
melting space are needed to find out the actual
technological significance of this phenomenon.

The experimental examinations of bubble radius
development at constant temperatures show the almost
linear growth in the later stages of refining which fact
corresponds to the lower inequality sign in relation (6)
(see figure 4, 127)) and to constant bubble composition.
If temperature is sufficiently high, only diffusion of the
refining gas is important and the influence of the main
refining factors - as temperature, pressure, and
composition - can be easily derived [28].

The simplified theoretical temperature dependence of
the refining time of the bubble in a static isothermal glass ,t
layer exhibits a steep exponential decrease with I

increasing temperature which fact is in agreement with
results of experiments [28]. The comparison between the
mentioned theoretical dependence and the dependence
based on the experimental values of bubble growth rates
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Figure 3. Bubble radius as a function of time in soda-lime-silica
glass melt: 74 SiOr, 16 NarO, 10 CaO (wt.Vo). The initial
composition of the bubble: 60 SO2 , 30 02 , 10 CO2 fuol.%o).
To,.. - the dissolution time of the sulphate layer, 

- 
including

sulphate layer, gas diffusion controlled only,
! - 1100 "c, a - 1200'c, o - 1300'c
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Figure 4. The linear bubble growth at refining temperatures.
a) soda-lime-silica glass with 0.5 wt.?o NarO as NarSOo at

1450.C, á) borosilicate glass with I wt.vo,Na,o as NaC|
ar 1560'c

is in figure 5. The simplified theoretical dependence of
the refining time on pressure shows a hyperbolical
decrease of the refining time with decreasing external
pressure. This fact is presented in figure 6 t281. Among
the impact of glass basicity, refining agent concentration,
and the redox state of glass on the refining behaviour, the
redox influence is of the greatest interest. The simplified
dependence between the refining time of a bubble in the
isothermal static glass and the redox state of glass in
oxidized and slightly reduced glasses is given by [28]:

1 
os

a)

E
E
o
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TR=
(Kl /[O2]"'* Kr[Or] - K.)'''

where K, - K, are constants and [Or]
of physically dissolved oxygen in a

For the oxide refining agents (AsrO, and SbrO.,), the
term with [Or]"t is absent and the value of t* decreases
with increasing redox state of glass [9]. For the sulphate
refining agent, however, t* decreases as well at low
values of the redox state of glass as the term K,l[Or)tt2
increases. The main refining gas in this redox state region
is SO, (flint giasses, amber glasses). The calculated
dependence between the bubble refining time in the soda-
lime-silica glass refined by sodium sulphate and the
initial redox state of glass brings figure 7 Í9l.

The modelling of bubble behaviour under non-
isothermal conditions according to equations (12 - l3)
requires a lot of data, especially the temperature
dependences of diffusion coefficients of gases, gas
solubilities and equilibrium constants of reactions by
which the appropriate gases are bound in the glass. The
bubbie growth rates may be, on the other hand, relatively
simply experimentally measured and their values are
almost independent from time and bubble size in the later
stages of experiments [29]. The temperature dependence
of the average value of bubble growth rate and the
Stokes' equation can be therefore used to modei the
bubble behaviour under non-isothermal conditions of
flowing glass. The contribution to the bubble growth or
dissolution brought about by the variations in the amount
of refining gas in the bubble under non-isothermal
conditions, is approximately given by 129):

( l4)

is the concentration
glass melt.

:2
o
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Figure 5. The temperature dependence of the refining time, Ťp,

sďa.lime-silica glass with sulphate refining agent, the initial
bubble depth under glass level lm, a,, = 5 x l0am.
I - the theoretical equation, 2 - the TR (r, course using the expen-
mental values of bubble growth rates; - - - no refining agents

0 50 100

-J P", (kPa)

Figure 6. The dependence between the refining time of a bubble,
Íni and external pressure, P,.r, for Tv glass, temperature
1400 "C, hu= 1m, 4,, = I x lOam.
I - with antimony as a refining agent, 2 without any refining
agents; theoretical equation, O O the course using
experimental values of bubble growth rate

where C is the percentual volume concentration of the
refining gas in the bubble. The rate of change of bubble
composition can be obtained from laboratory observations
of bubble shrinkage when abruptly decreasing
temperature and from the modelling of bubble history in
a melting space.

In spite of the considerable complexity of bubble
problem in glass melts, some phenomena as is
evaporation of volatile components (PbO, BrO,, AsrO.
etc.) into bubbles and the mass transport of reducing
gases (CO and Hr) present in some bubbles are not
involved, yet. The contribution of volatile components to
the bubble growttr rates in lead and borate glasses can be,
however, non-negligible; the knowledge of chemisms and
mechanisms of CO, and H, behaviour in bubbles and in
the melt can help with identification of bubble sources in
glass melting furnaces.

To describe completely the impact of bubble
behaviour on the glass quality, the concentration fields of
bubbles insiQe of a melting space are very useful.
Balkanli and Ungan [30] predicted the density and size
distribution of CO, bubbles in the melting space by
solution of the appropriate conrinuity and conservation
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II

:6
|Í

P

equations. It seems, however, that the numerical solution
of the real multicomponent bubble using this procedure
will be too complicated and time consuming. In addition,
very little is known about number and size distributjon of
bubbles entering the glassmelting space and coming from
different bubble sources. The further work in this area is
needed [31].

If the condition (17) is fulfilled, i.e. glass is super-
saturated, the bubble nucleation can be expected. The
values of pi 

'n.rr 
can be generally obtained by the solution

of equation (3) and by applying Henry's law. As may be
expected, especially refining gases cause bubble
nucleation in glass melts. Figure 8 presents the calculated
values of por,.r, as the function of the initial redox state
of glass at two temperatures. The regions of redox values
can be defined at both temperatures according to
inequality (15) where the bubble nucleation can occur.
However, to describe the actual intensity of the bubble
nucleation process, the more detailed experimental and
theoretical work is needed.

-3 -2.5 -2 -1 5 -1 -0.5 0

-----> lo9 coo, (mol m 
3;

Figure 8. The dependence of the internal partial pressure of O,
in the TV glass' Žo,, oÍl the value of the initial redox state of
glass.

x- 1400'c,o- 1500"c

Bubble evolution from solid materials

The most frequent sources of bubbles are heating
electrodes and refractory materials. The origin of bubbles
on the electrodes is electrolytic or bubbles are the
consequence of glass superheating and supersaturation by
the refining gas close to the electrode. Only qualitative
observations of bubble formation and growth on the

electrodes have been performed [33].
The main mechanisms of bubble seneration were

summarized by Swarts [34]:

l. Mechanisms evoked by the refractory material
porosity.
The evident mechanism is opening of closed pores

by the material corrosion. The volatile components of
glass evaporate into a opened pore, form a viscous melt,
facilitate the wetting of inner pore surface and
consequently, glass easily fills the pores. The gases in the
pores could be sometimes under pressure and bubbles are
expulsed from the material. The main gases are CO, and

t4
I

I

2

0

(o

-4
x

^'?
-3 -2.5 -2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0

-+ log coo,lmol m-3)

Figure 7. The dependence between the refining time of a bubble
and the value of the initial redox state of the soda-lime-silica
glasses containing sodium sulphate, ňn = 0.l m,4., = l x 10am.

Bubble nucleation in slass

The appropriate relations giving the rate of oubble
nucleation and growth of bubble nuclei were given by
I;:umitani and Terai t3Z). According to authors, the
dccrease of thermodynamic barrier of the heterogeneous
bubble nucleation is given by:

, l6no' I l-lrt-lc. 12 I

Ái = 3q Lp..*-lnc/{',,r 4

where c,, and c are the concentrations of gas in the
saturated and supersaturated solution, respectively, and O
is the contact angle between the liquid and solid phase.
Thus, if heterogeneity is not wetted (@ = n) by the melt,
the energetic barrier has maximum value corresponding
Io the homogeneous nucleation. The experimental
obscrvations have shown [26] that bubble nucleation in

-ulasses has heterogeneous nature and the thermodynamic
and kinetrc barriers of bubble nucleation should be
probably low. The knowledge of the internal partial
pressure of gases in the glass melt under the given
conditions is therefore uset-ul to find potential conditions
of bubble nuclcation, i.e.:

Pi."rr)p".+PBZ

192

(17)
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N", however, the bubbles quickly react with the melt and
the original bubble composition is changed.

The thermal transpiration is a mechanism exhibited
by materials with opened porosity [35]. The existence of
thermal gradients across the material (across the length of
pores) leads to a pressure gradient in the pores. The gas
flow from the colder part of the pore to the hotter one
(glass-material contact) is a consequence of this
temperature distribution. The hydrostatic pressure at the
pore-glass contact location can balance the gas expulsion
and bubble formation. The capillary force can as well
push the gas into a melt if an opened pore contacts the

-elass mclts by both its cnds and the pore orifices have
different diameters.

2. Mechanism evoked by the exr-rdation of refractory
materials glassy phase.

The vitreous phase originated during refractory block
Í.abrication becomes mobil at glass melting temperatures,
its fluidity increases by the reaction with alkali from the

glass and the exuded glassy material then mixes with the

glass melt [36]. The bubbles can be generated by the
change oť .vlass redox State' glass basicity or by reaction
with impuritics.

3. Rcactions with impurities.
rcaction with nitrides which produces bubbles with
high contcnt of nitro-gen. The oxidation reaction can
usc both oxidation species oť a glass melt and
oxygen diil'using through the material from
atmospherc. Mathematical modelling could help in
idcntification of thc sourcc as the bubble
compositicln only slowly changes with time.
rcaction with iron; In the clemental or ferrous state.
ixrn can reclucc sulphatcs and provide bubbles with
high content of SO.. The s.c. "iron spots" containing
Fc,O, yiclci O, whe n reduced t371. The gas

conrposition of oxygen bubbles quickly changes by
oxygcn dissolution in thc glass and by diffusion of
othcr gases in(o a bubhlc.
rcactions with subpaving.

Tanks having long service can suffe r from
penctration of glass melt between pavcrs and from the

subsequent reaction with the clay subpaving. The rapid
clay dissolution and the lbllowing dccrease of glass
basicity leads tc the decomposition of sulphates, if
prcsenr 1381.

4. Elcctrolytic rcactions.
Thc oxygen bubbles produced on zircon refractory-

glass interface are consequence of the O' -+ O"
conversion t32 - 4ll. The electromotive forcc on the

surface of the matcrial is evoked by the difference of
alkali content in the glass ancl refractory material. The

mentioned conversion is accompanied by reduction of
impurity cations (Fet*, Ti4*) within the refractory. Electric
charge is transferred both by electrons and alkali species.
With decreasing the interface alkali difference (time,
pretreating the refractory surface with alkali) or with
stopping electron migration by application of a bulking
potential, the O, generation slows down.

No mathematical models describing the bubble
formation by the mentioned interactions were proposed
up to now. Their creation, however, is needed to findout
the relation between glass quality and melting process
conditions.

Interaction of bubbles with hiehlv viscous and solid slass

The works of Golob and Swarts [42) and others [43
- 461 dealt with thc nature and origin of condensates
inside of bubbles in cooled glass, especially with those
arising in the bubbles containing SO' and coming from
the sulphate containing glasses. The experiments of
Golob and Swarts proved the disproportionation reaction
of SO, accompanied by the alkali transport from the glass
was responsible for the sulphate and sulphur condensates
inside of bubbles:

3 SO, (g) + 2 NatO (/, s) 
-======

- 

2 NarSOo (/, s) + ll2 S) (9, l) (18)

This reaction did not work at 1300 oC according to [21
but occurred already at I 100 and 1200 "C as

demonstrated Golob and Swats 1421. It was reported rn

[46] that the reaction between SO, and interior of the

soda-lime-silica capillars took place as well at

tempcratures bellow f, (lOO - 500 'C). Thus. not only
gas shrinking but also condensation reaction ( I 6)
influences the total pressure inside bubbles, which is an

important bubble property when searching for the bubblc
sources in glass furnaces.

The behaviour of a bubble in the temperature
interval where the bubble is "fiozen" in glass can be
described in a simplified way by the time-pre ssure
dependence:

}p _R dT (,t .' * í.so't

dt dt i l=l loov., l0oy.r

* t dttso' 
RT ,

413rca,1 dt
( let

w[ere p is total pressve, dTldr is the. rate of glass
cooling, c,, is the volume percentage of the i-th gas in the

' bubble at temperature of bubble "freezing" in the glass,
Y., is the molar volume of gas at this temperature, a, the
final bubble radius and nro. is the number of moles of
SO. in the bubble in given-iime.
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The rate of SO2 gas condensation may be controlled
by the rate of reaction (18) or by the diffusion transport
of NarO from glass to the bubble surface. The first case
(assuming the first order chemical reaction) gives for
Itor]

nro, = nror, exp( Anal kro, T)

where kro, is the rate constant of the condensation
reaction. If the condensation is controlled by the diffusion
of NarO, the molar flow of SO, to the bubble surface is
given by:

are applied to examine experimentally the bubble growth
or dissolution in the glass melt. The discrepancy between
experiments and theoretical description can be caused
either by simplifications of applied theoretical description
or by the accuracy of the experimental gas data entering
the model (gas concentrations, solubilities, diffusion
coefficients and equilibrium constants of the appropriate
chemical reactions). The accuracy of the mentioned data
seems to be the crucial problem of the satisfactory bubble
model application. Figure 9 brings the comparison
between the theoretical and experimental bubble
composition developments in soda-lime-silica glass melt.

(20)

100
dnso: - 6D*.,o nai 

I {if \

dt M"",o \ ;; /,=",
(2t) s

o803
N

Noo
The value of the concentration gradient on the bubble
surface is obtainable from the solution of the second
Fick's law.

According to [42], the diffusion transport of NarO
is most probably the controlling mechanism, however,
chemical reaction may be controlling too in the very
early stages. Further experiments including reactions
bctween SO, and alkali containing glasses are needed to

establish the controlling mechanism and to form an
adequate model of bubble behaviour at low temperatures.

VERIFICATION OF MODELS

The most significant model used to describe the
interactions between gas phase and glass melt is the

model of a multicomponent bubble in a glass melt. The
reasonable theoretical predictions have practical
consequence both for the refining process and for the
identification of bubble sources in glass melting spaces.
The comparative laboratory methods working with the

artificial bubbles of defined initial properties (size and
composition) make it possible to follow the bubble
composition or the bubble size development under
laboratory conditions. It is supposed that the consent
under simple laboratory conditions implies the identical
behaviour also under real melting conditions. The
methods of defined bubble production involve bubbling
of the given gas or gas mixture into a melt, chemical
preparation of CO, or SO, bubbles from tiny NarCO, or
NarSO., crystals, melting of glass cullet in the defined
atmosphere or exposure of the supposed bubble source
(e.g. refractory materials) to the melt.

The mass spectrometric or gas chromatographic
determination of gas content of a bubble and the
microscopic or X-ray diffraction examinations of
condensates are used most frequently to compare the
experimental bubble composition changes with the
models [42]. The visual high temperature methods [47]

0246810121416
-------} ť, 103 (s)

Figure 9. Bubble composition developments (COr, Nr) in the
soda-lime-silica g|ass (74 Sio2, ló Na'o, 10 Cao (yvt.vc)) aÍ

1300 'C. Comparison between the mathematical model and
results of bubble analyses.
. mathematical model, results of bubble analyses,
0- CO2,a-N2

APPLICATIONS

Intensification of the refining process

The single bubble tracing through the examined
glass melting space helps to evaluate the influence of
condition variation on the course of the refining process.
The following figure l0 shows the impact of the initial
redox state of glass (given by the concentration of physi-
cally dissolved oxygen) on the maximum X-coordinate
where the bubble coming from the batch layer in a

horizontal melting tank reaches the glass level, Curve I

shows the bubble behaviour in the soda-lime-silica glass
refined by the sodium sulphate, curve 2 the behaviour of
the same starting bubble in the TV glass refined by
antimony. The courses of both curves are in a qualitative
consent with the simplified dependence between the
refining time and redox state of glass under isothermal
conditions, given by equation (14) and figure 7.

The development of a sulphate layer on the bubble
surface can also alter the bubble history in a melting
furnace. This is obvious from figure I l.

40
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Figurc 10. The X-coordinate oťa bubble when reaching the glass
level, X",'.,. as a l.unction oť the initial redox state of g|ass,
d,,= 0. lmm, c,,,.,r. =95 vol.%c, c,,N. = 5 vol.%, starting point 0.6,
2.2.0.2 ffi).
I - soda-lime-silica glass rcfined by sodium sulphatc, a - TV
glass reÍ.ined by antimony

Prcdiction of furnace design
usrng modelling

Not only melting conditions but also the size and
shape of a rnelting space can be properly designed by
using the modelling procedure. In an experimental and
theoretical study of refining under reduced pressure, the
proper temperature and pressure of refining were found
by laboratory cxperiments and the simplified model of
bubble behaviour (see equation (15)) was applied to rrace
bubblcs in thc refining channel. In figure 12. the curve I

dcfines temperatures and pressures for the bubble growth
ratc l0 ó m s.] (a value sufficient for the effective
rcťining), thc curvc 2 defines the bubble nucleation on
the Pt walls of the channel and temperature 1200 "C indi-

cates the stable foam at lower temperatures. These
mentioned lines characterize the area IV as the most
convenient for the effective refining without bubble
nucleation and foaming. The following figure 13 provides
the results of bubble tracing of the modelled refining
channel, being 2 m long,0.4 m wide and having 0.15 m
thick layer of flowing glass, by bubbles starting in the
central longitudinal section of the channel. The value of
X,,no, designates the X-coordinate of a critical bubble
when reaching the glass level. If Xrinor < 2 m. the bubble
is removed from the channel. As is obvious from this
figure, much lower temperatures are needed in the case
of presence of refining agent to ensure glass refining than
is declared by figure 12. The same is valid for the glass
without any refining agent. As temperatures should be
greater than about 1200 oC (see figure 12, the
ternperature of stable foam). a considerable refining
reserve exists in the channel. The decrease in length of
the chanel can be a construction change utilizing this
reserve.

The regions of potential bubble nucleation
in a glass melting space

Using the calculation of redox distribution inside of
a glass melting space (equations 9 and l0), the regions of
gas supersaturation in the melting space can be defined.
The example presented in figure 14 brings the isobars
representing the sum of internal partial pressures of SO.
and O., pso..crt * po.*.r' valid for the soda-lime-silica
glass with Ó.50 wÍ.% Na,o as Na,So.. As So. is the
primary decomposition product of sulphates which almost
completely dissociates to SOr. and Or, the bubble
nucleation can be expected when pso,mcrt * po,..rt )
> 150 kPa + pgZ. As is obvious from-figure 14. this
condition is fulfilled in the level region of maximum
temperatures. The unknown thermodynamic data hinder
the calculation of glass supersaturation in the regions of
decreasing glass basicity, resulting from the refractory
material dissolution in the melt.

Figure I I . The projections of bubble trajectories in
radius 0. 1 mm, c,.o" = l0 vol.Vo, c.So" = 60 vol.%o,

l - bubble behavioui controlled only by diÍfusion,

glass
output

+
glass
output

the vertical longitundinal section through the model melting furnace, initial bubble
c,,o. = 30vo1.7o, r - initial bubbleposition: X,,=7.5m,Y,,= 4.0 m, 2,,=0.9m.
2 --including the influence of the sulphate layer

v batch loading

I0.,.n toading

L r
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Figure 12. The definition of the temperature-pressure area,
applicable fbr the refining in the refining space with lead-silica
glass melt containing arsenic as the refining agent.

the temperature of stable fbam layer on the glass level;
o - the curve defining the bubb|e growth rate l0-ó m s.', o - the
curve deťining the bubble nucleation temperature

refining combination

Figure 13. The maximum X,,nu,-coorciinate of critical bubble.
when reaching the glass level (X,,u", = 2 m, bubble has not been
refined). Refining under reduced pressure, output 3t pcr day.
x - ll50 0c, o - 1200 0c, + - 12500c. a _ t300.c

1200 1300 1400 1 500

Figure 14. The isolines of pso,nrcrt + po,merr (kPa) in the model glassmelting space, NCS glass (0.5 wt.Vo NarO as NarSO.).

Identification of bubble source location
in a glass melting space using bubble tracing

The ability of a bubble source evaluation depends on
the accuracy of bubble analysis and on the knowledge of
bubble history. The preliminary modelling of bubble
history gives a knowledge base of the most probable
behaviour of actual defect bubbles. The modeiiing has
been usually accomplished by the laboratory simulation
of a bubble source and by observing the size and
composition development of generated bubbles [48, 49].
The results of this laborious measurements are, however,

dependent from the glass composition and the time-
temperature history of a bubble as well as from the redox
state of glass [9]. The mathematical modelling of bubbles
released from their potential source seems to be the
general identification tool if the model of bubble
behaviour is complete (see equations (7), (12) and (13)),
its reliability has been verified, and the fundamental
information about the bubble source is known (location
in the space and the most probable bubble initial
composition). The consideration of the bubble history
around transformation temperatures plays here a non-
negligible role.
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Figure l5. The probable rcgion oť an air bubble source in the model melting furnace.
Cr'r): € <60; 65>; cn' e <35; 40> (vo|.vo); au e <0'2; 0.ó> (mm); p' e <20; 72> (kPa)

c^, e <0.2; 0.3>, . c^, e <0.01; 0.3> (vol.Vo)

ln the modelling procedure, the assumed region of
a bubble source in the melting space is mapped using the
bubbles of given initial composition and different sizes.
Only bubbles leaving the glass melting space with glass
are considered. The bubble properties at the output (size,
composition and pressure) are recalculated to the ambient
tcmpcrature and form the comparative base for the actual
defect hubrbles. In figure 15, the probable region of the

air source on the interface between refractory material
and glass melt is indicated for the simulated bubble
analysis: cc]o, € <60; 65>, c*, <35; 40>, co, e <0.2; 0.3>
(vo|.%), a e <0.2,0'6> (mm). p € <2O;22> (kPa). The
probable souťce region is in the working part of the
model melting space.

Thc mostly insufficient accuracy of bubble
modelling at melting temperatures, the scarce knowledge
of condensation kinetics inside bubbles during cooling
and the incomplete information about chemisms and
mechanisms of bubble formation or releasing from the
source prevent, however, from the wide contemporary
applications of theoretical models in this technologically
important area.

CONCLUSION

The verified and complete theoretical models ,of

interactions between gases and glass melts (working
under technological conditions) are a powerful tool when
improving the melting process, increasing glass quality
and pďliating the undesirable effects of melting. The
theoretical rnodel of bubble behaviour at melting
temperatures is almost complete, however, its verification
is urgently needed. The remaining models are in the state
of laboratory semiempirical descriptions (glass foaming,

reactions on the glass level and bubble nucleation) or
experimental examinations (bubble releasing from the
refractory materials and electrodes) and their adjusting to
real conditions is expected.

As the model verification is the final stage of any
model application, the neccesary experimental methods
should be developed or modified. These methods include
especially measurements of . gas properties in glasses,
methods of bubble and foam production and treating in
a laboratory scale and their evaluation as well as bubblc
and foam analyses.
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